Cross-country protocol

To keep our sport safe and fun and to ensure that we look after the farm that generously provides the land our course is on, it is very important that we all observe this protocol when using the CSU cross country course.

1. Horse welfare is paramount. Mistreatment of any horse will not be tolerated.
2. Back protectors must be worn at all times whilst riding.
3. Be on time and report to training day supervisor to sign attendance record and pay fee when you arrive. If you arrive late, contact supervisor on their mobile before you ride.
4. Ensure no one rides alone (ride with a friend or in a group).
5. Leave the gates as you find them. The course is on a working farm and there are often livestock grazing.
6. No dogs. This is essential, for the safety of horse and rider, CSU farm stock and your dog, (fox baits are laid on the farm).
7. If others are schooling over a fence, don’t push in, wait your turn and communicate your intentions to other riders in the group.
8. Please report damaged, unsafe fences to the supervisor.
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